Certificate for international transport worker
To be used by workers in transport for border controls at internal borders when reintroduced due to

public health consideration
The certificate may be used by any person who is working on board a means of transport carrying goods or
passengers, in particular the driver; by any person who is moving to the place where the means of transport on which
he/she will start working is situated; or by any other person working in the transport sector (1).
For the purpose of crossing the internal borders of the Union, the holder of the certificate shall be deemed to be an
international transport worker.
The certificate shall be duly signed by the employer where the worker is an employee of a transport undertaking, or by
the worker in his/her capacity of manager of the transport undertaking where he/she is self-employed.
The certificate shall be recognized at the border control as valid evidence that the person is an international transport
worker.
Transport workers using the certificate (model below) should be not requested to produce any other document other
than their personal identification to provide evidence that they are an international transport worker for the purpose of
border control at internal borders of the Union.
When controls at internal borders are lifted, transport workers should only be required to produce documents which
are provided for by EU legislation to carry out their activity.
The electronic or printed version of the certificate should be deemed sufficient.
(1)

Airline pilots and aircrew members, and seafarers, are covered by points 5.2 and 5.3 of the Handbook

Certificate for International Transport Worker

It is hereby confirmed that the person:
Name and surname:
Birth date:
Residence:
carries out activities in international transport as *
☐ a driver of a light duty vehicle, including light commercial vehicle, car or motorcycle
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

a driver of a heavy goods vehicle (HGV)
a bus/coach driver
a train driver
train crew
a carriage inspector
an inland navigation vessel’s boatmaster
an inland navigation vessel crew member

☐ a driver of a vehicle of up to 9 persons carrying one of the above categories of persons, who is an employee of the
same employer and transports them to or from the workplace, and empty journeys connected with such transports
☐ other transport worker, please specify:
* Mark with a cross
Place, date:
For the company/office/organization (Name and signature):

